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Our Mission 


Our Vision 


Help people to make informed decisions and navigate the crypto 
landscape with confidence.



To empower people with unbiased, high-quality, and accurate 
cryptocurrency information at the opportune moment, providing users 
with a trusted and informed guide through the complexities of the ever-
expanding cryptocurrency market.




Brief Project Description



Coins Rating brings a cutting-edge 
platform designed to empower crypto 
enthusiasts, traders, and investors with 
reliable market insights and strategic 
opportunities.



Coins Rating harnesses the power of AI 
to curate up-to-date market data, 
facilitate strategic decision-making, 
and offer unparalleled insights. 
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Coins Rating Provides



AI-Driven News and Real-Time Insights 

Coins Rating provides up-to-date crypto market data and news, 
meticulously verified by AI. Stay informed with real-time insights, 
enabling you to make informed decisions in a rapidly changing market.



AI-Based Portfolio Recommendations 

Our platform goes beyond ratings; it offers personalized AI-driven 
portfolio recommendations. Tailored to your risk appetite and market 
trends, these recommendations empower you to optimize and diversify 
your crypto holdings.



AI Arbitrage Signals in Multiple CEXs, DEXs for Trading Bots 

Unlock strategic opportunities with our AI-generated arbitrage signals. 
Whether you're on centralized or decentralized exchanges, our signals 
cater to trading bots, ensuring you stay ahead in the market.



AI-Based Non-Biased Cryptocurrency Exchanges Ranking 

Transparency is at the core of Coins Rating. Our AI-based ranking 
system provides an unbiased assessment of cryptocurrency exchanges, 
helping you identify trustworthy platforms for your trading needs.



CRT Utility Token 

The CRT utility token is the backbone of Coins Rating, offering exclusive 
benefits to our community. From discounted services to learn2earn 
incentives, CRT adds value to crypto journey, fostering an ecosystem of 
mutual growth.



As we embark on this transformative journey, Coins Rating seeks to 
redefine how users interact with the crypto market.
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Problem Statement


In the ever-expanding landscape of cryptocurrency, investors and 
enthusiasts face numerous challenges that hinder their ability to make 
informed decisions, manage portfolios effectively, and stay ahead in the 
dynamic market. 



Coins Rating identifies these challenges and offers innovative solutions 
to empower both B2B and B2C users.



Current Challenges



Information Overload and Fragmentation 

Users struggle with the overwhelming amount of information available 
across various platforms, leading to difficulty in making informed 
decisions.



Risk Management and Portfolio Diversification 

Investors face challenges in managing risks and diversifying their 
portfolios to mitigate potential losses.



Limited Access to Quality Data 

Obtaining accurate and timely market data is a common challenge, 
impacting the ability to make well-informed investment choices.



Complexity in Identifying Profitable Opportunities 

The cryptocurrency market's complexity poses challenges for users in 
identifying profitable investment opportunities.
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Offered Solutions


By addressing these challenges through AI-driven solutions and 
innovative features, Coins Rating aims to revolutionize the way users 
interact with and navigate the cryptocurrency market, offering a 
comprehensive and user-friendly platform for both individual and 
business needs.



AI-Powered Crypto Tracking

Coins Rating utilizes advanced AI algorithms to track cryptocurrency 
prices and trends, providing users with up-to-date and accurate market 
data.



Portfolio Management Solutions

AI-based portfolio management tools assist users in optimizing and 
diversifying their portfolios for effective risk management.



Arbitrage Signals for Profitable Opportunities

Coins Rating offers AI-powered arbitrage signals, helping users identify 
and capitalize on profitable opportunities across various exchanges.



Customizable Indexes for Tailored Insights

Users can create and customize their indexes, gaining tailored insights 
into specific market sectors and trends.



Fraudulent News Check

The platform employs AI to verify news and filter out fraudulent 
information, ensuring users have access to trustworthy and reliable 
data.
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Advertiser Dashboard for Targeted Campaigns

Coins Rating introduces an advertiser dashboard, enabling businesses 
to create and manage targeted advertising campaigns. This feature 
provides a platform for advertisers to reach their desired audience 
effectively.
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Market Overview



The cryptocurrency market has evolved rapidly, with the global market 
capitalization exceeding $1.58 trillion in 2023.



Growth and Revenue

Revenue in the Cryptocurrencies market is projected to reach 
US$40.7bn in 2023.



Revenue is expected to show an annual growth rate (CAGR) of 11.98% 
resulting in a projected total amount of US$71.7bn by 2028.



REVENUE Statista.com
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2022

20.1bn

40.7bn

51.5bn

59.6bn

64.7bn

68.8bn
71.7bn

2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

https://www.statista.com/outlook/fmo/digital-assets/cryptocurrencies/worldwide


In the cryptocurrencies market, the number of users is expected to 
amount to 992.50m users by 2028. User penetration will be 8.73% in 
2023 and is expected to hit 12.39% by 2028.
















The average revenue per user in the Cryptocurrencies market amounts 
to US $60.8 in 2023.
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AI-based portfolio 
management

AI-powered news & 
notifications

AI-powered fraudulent 
news check

AI-powered arbitrage 
signals

AI-based non-biased 
exchanges ranking

Chat GPT connection

Learn2Earn Custom indexes Simplified listing 

ADS + Promo module White label solution Market data

Mobile App APIs Utility token

Project Advantages
 
Comprehensive suite of AI-powered tools, including crypto tracking, 
portfolio management, arbitrage signals, and exchanges ranking, 
positions Coins Rating as a vital player in the evolving crypto market.

 

The platform's commitment to non-biased information, innovative 
solutions, and user empowerment aligns seamlessly with the market's 
demands and growth trajectory.
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Up-to-date Crypto Market Data & 
News Verified by AI


In the ever-evolving realm of cryptocurrencies, access to real-time 
market data and verified news is paramount for making well-informed 
decisions. Coins Rating introduces an innovative system driven by 
artificial intelligence, reshaping how users interact with cryptocurrency 
information.
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Bots scan for crypto-
impacting news

They search for crypto news 

on the Internet for 24/7

Fact checking and 
duplicates curation

AI executes fact or fake checks 

and removes duplicating data

Notifications on web and 
mobile app

Push-notification informs the user 

about the most important news

API sends news, signals to 
trading software

API sends news, signals to external 

trading software, trading bots using 

Websockets, FAST protocols

AI-based news 
classification

AI classifies news on positive, 
neutral, negative scale

AI assesses the impact of news 
on the value of the coin

AI's predictive model calculates 
the net effect and makes a 
recommendation to the client 
whether to Buy / Hold / Sell



Operational Mechanism



Configuration of Personalized Preferences

Users initiate the process by defining their criteria, specifying 
preferences such as favorite cryptocurrencies, market sectors of 
interest, risk tolerance, and specific data points crucial to their decision-
making.



AI Analysis and News Verification

Cutting-edge AI algorithms conduct comprehensive analyses of 
cryptocurrency markets, sifting through vast amounts of data to provide 
users with verified news and up-to-date market insights.



Customized Alerts and Signals

Users can set personalized alerts and signals based on their 
preferences, ensuring they are promptly informed about significant 
market developments and news relevant to their portfolios.



Real-Time Market Overview

The platform provides users with a real-time overview of the 
cryptocurrency market, including price movements, trading volumes, 
and relevant news, all verified by AI for accuracy.



Advantages for Client



Informed Decision-Making

Access to verified news and accurate market data enhances users' 
ability to make informed decisions.



Timely Alerts and Signals

Customizable alerts ensure users are promptly notified of significant 
market developments and news relevant to their portfolios.
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Prevention of Misinformation

AI verification prevents the spread of misinformation, creating a more 
reliable information environment.



Holistic Market Overview

Real-time market overviews and analytics provide users with a 
comprehensive understanding of the cryptocurrency market.
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One-Click AI-Based Portfolio 
Management


In the dynamic landscape of cryptocurrency investments, precision and 
agility are the key. Coins Rating introduces an advanced AI-based 
portfolio recommendation system, revolutionizing the way users engage 
with their digital assets. 

This innovative feature ensures that users, whether seasoned investors 
or newcomers, can effortlessly navigate the complexities of the market 
and optimize their portfolios for maximum returns.
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Multi wallet support

Information about the digital 
assets from multiple wallets 
conveniently aggregated in 
one place on Coins Rating

AI suggests coins for the user 
in line with the preferences

AI-power suggestions on 
portfolio composition based on 
the user preferences such as 
volume

Accurate information at 
the right time

Push-notifications about portfolio 
changes, bookmarked coins and 
projects followed

AI helps to balance 
portfolios

AI-powered management 
made easier with re-
balancing suggestions

Multiple portfolios for 
different investment goals

Reaching different investment 
goals with simultaneously 
tracking multiple portfolios 
rom one convenient dashboard



Portfolio Formation



User-Defined Portfolio Parameters

Clients initiate the process by specifying essential portfolio parameters, 
including preferred cryptocurrencies, desired investment amount, and 
risk preferences.



Comprehensive AI Analysis

The AI powerhouse conducts a thorough analysis of the specified assets 
and their corresponding projects, leveraging advanced algorithms to 
generate a list of tailored suggestions for portfolio inclusion.



User Empowerment

Users are presented with the curated list of AI-generated suggestions 
and have the flexibility to choose individual assets or opt for the entire 
list, ensuring a personalized touch to their investment strategy.



One-Click Portfolio Formation

With a simple click, users receive a well-balanced portfolio that aligns 
with their specified parameters. The system ensures that the portfolio is 
not static, instead, it evolves with the market dynamics, providing users 
with regular rebalancing recommendations for optimal performance.



Managing portfolios becomes a breeze with AI-powered re-balancing 
suggestions. The system not only assists in the initial creation of a well-
structured portfolio but also ensures its continuous optimization for 
sustained success. 


To ensure this Coins Rating also provides



Multi-Wallet Support

Users can conveniently aggregate information about their digital assets 
from various wallets in one centralized location, streamlining portfolio 
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management.



Diversification with Multiple Portfolios

Recognizing that users may have diverse investment goals, Coins 
Rating facilitates the tracking of multiple portfolios simultaneously. This 
empowers users to pursue different investment strategies from a single, 
intuitive dashboard.



Timely Notifications for Informed Decisions

Coins Rating delivers accurate information at the right time. Users 
receive push notifications about portfolio changes, bookmarked coins, 
and projects they follow, ensuring they stay informed and can act 
promptly in response to market developments.



Embark on a journey of empowered cryptocurrency investment with 
Coins Rating's AI-Based Portfolio Recommendations. Whether you're 
seeking simplicity in portfolio management or the sophistication of 
personalized suggestions, our platform ensures that your digital assets 
are optimized for success.
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AI arbitrage signals in multiple CEX, 
DEXs for trading bots


Our system scans CEXs and DEXs for real-time price discrepancies, 
identifies optimal arbitrage paths with high-precision signals, and 
facilitates automated or manual trade execution across exchanges, 
maximizing profitability.



Key Features
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Low latency connection to 
leading exchanges

Immediate access to the leading CEX 
and DEX order books

AI-powered search for arbitrage 
opportunities

Quick selection of arbitrage trading 
opportunities within the subscription-
based service

Accurate profit calculation 
before deal confirmation

Accurate and timely calculation of the 
arbitrage trades results accounting 
for gas and intermediary fees before 
the deal

AI suggests the most suitable 
deals for the client

AI suggests the best arbitrage deals 
for the user based on the preferences 
such as the volume,  blockchains, 
exchanges, ROI, etc

Omni-channel arbitrage signals 
on the go

Arbitrage deal signals straight to the 
website, Telegram or trading platform 
of the user

Сlean visualization of 
complex deals

Coherent visualization of complex 
chains of arbitrage deals within 
one easy-to-use UI

FAST protocol for trading data 
exchange

Using the world's cutting-edge 
standards for fast trading data 
transfers via APIs

Trading instructions made 
simple with ChatGPT

Creating of arbitrage trading scripts 
written in regular language without 
the need for coding skills or complex 
set-ups

Partnership with developers of trading software

Seamless integration with trading software for deal execution with minimal latency



AI-Based Non-Biased Crypto 
Exchanges Ranking


Coins Rating introduces an AI-driven, non-biased cryptocurrency 
exchange ranking feature. This innovative solution revolutionizes the 
way investors assess and choose exchanges, offering a comprehensive 
and objective evaluation based on a multitude of crucial parameters.
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Non-biased transparency

AI is immune to human imperfections, like 

prejudice, favoritism and corruption, thus it 

ensures that the ranking of cryptocurrency 

exchanges is fair, transparent and objective.

Real-time accuracy

AI provides live and accurate ranking of crypto 

exchanges, taking into account large amounts 

of data, while identifying the patterns that 

humans may miss. As a result investors make 

more informed decisions.

White-label solutions

Provide customers with AI-powered crypto 

exchange ranking feature without developing 

own infrastructure.



Operational Parameters



Liquidity

AI considers the liquidity of exchanges, analyzing the depth and 
availability of assets for seamless trading.



Web Traffic

The web traffic of exchanges is assessed to gauge user engagement 
and popularity.



Trading Volume (Filtered and Normalized)

AI evaluates trading volumes, filtering and normalizing data to provide 
an accurate representation.



Order Book Spread

The spread in the order book is analyzed, ensuring users are informed 
about potential slippage.



Market Activity

The overall market activity on exchanges is considered, reflecting the 
vibrancy and attractiveness to traders.



Bug Bounty & Cyber Security

Security measures, including bug bounty programs and cyber security 
protocols, are assessed to guarantee user protection.



Team Publicity

The visibility and reputation of exchange teams within the crypto 
community are factored into the ranking.



Incident History

AI analyzes incident history, considering past events and how they were 
handled.
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Proof of Reserves

Verification of exchange reserves is a critical parameter, ensuring the 
financial stability of the platform.



Regulatory Compliance

The extent to which exchanges adhere to regulatory standards is 
evaluated for user trust.



Customer Support Metrics

The quality and responsiveness of customer support are integral to user 
satisfaction.



User Satisfaction Surveys

Direct feedback from users through satisfaction surveys contributes to 
the overall ranking.



Security Measures

Additional security measures implemented by exchanges contribute to 
their overall score.
 


Key Features


Non-Biased Transparency

Eliminating human biases, prejudice, and favoritism, AI ensures a fair, 
transparent, and objective ranking of cryptocurrency exchanges.



Real-Time Accuracy

AI provides a live and accurate ranking, processing vast amounts of 
data in real-time, identifying patterns imperceptible to humans, and 
enabling investors to make more informed decisions.
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Comprehensive Offerings 
Beyond rankings, Coins Rating expands its suite to include news 
updates, trading signals, and portfolio management.Users benefit from 
a comprehensive package, providing valuable insights and enhancing 
their crypto experience.



Setting New Standards

Coins Rating establishes a new benchmark for transparency, reliability, 
and fairness in the crypto industry. Users can confidently navigate the 
crypto landscape, assured of trustworthy information and clarity.




Coins Rating does not just rank exchanges, it reshapes the crypto 
experience by providing a holistic solution for businesses and users 
alike. With white-label solutions, comprehensive offerings, and a 
commitment to setting new standards, Coins Rating becomes a trusted 
ally in the dynamic world of cryptocurrency.
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CRT Token



























The CRT token is an essential part of the Coins Rating economic engine. 
It is designed to provide a lot of benefits both to B2B and B2C customers 
within the Coins Rating ecosystem products and plays a key role in 
improving the platform's value proposition.
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CRT Token Utilities



Users, both B2B and B2C, can leverage CRT tokens for payment, 
unlocking the advantage of  on various services 
offered within the CoinsRating platform

 Paid API acces

 Listing of tokens and exchange

 Premium and pro-level subscription for AI-based services 
- Portfolio management 
- News & Notifications 
- Arbitrage signal

 Whitelabel solution

 Advertising and partnerships with cryptocurrency-related 
companie

 Affiliate and Referral Programs for referring users to 
exchanges, wallets, or other cryptocurrency service

 Paid market Insights and report

 Learn2Earn collaboration with various projects and 
organizations to promote the broader adoption and 
understanding of cryptocurrencies


up to a 30% discount

Customers gain an extra edge by receiving up to an 
when they choose to lock CRT tokens in their personal accounts, enhancing 
their overall cost-effectiveness.

additional 10% discount 
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CRT Token Allocation

Total Supply

750,000,000

Initial Supply

32,275,000

Initial Price

$0.05

Tokenomics
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15%

4%

10%

17%

2%

10%
4.5%

2.2%

31.8%

3.5%

Seed 3.5% 

12 mos cliff 36 mos vesting

CRT: 26,250,000

Pre-sale 4%

7 mos cliff 30 mos vesting

CRT: 30,000,000

Private 4.5%

5 mos cliff 24 mos vesting

CRT 33,750,000

IDO 2.2%

2 mos cliff 12 mos vesting

CRT: 16,500,000

AI, Development     31.8%

& Operations         

3 mos cliff 27 mos vesting

CRT: 238,500,000

Marketing 15%

3 mos cliff 29 mos vesting

CRT: 112,500,000

Treasury 10%

6 mos cliff 44 mos vesting

CRT: 75,000,000

Exchanges Listings   17%

& Liquidity  

3 mos cliff 12 mos vesting

CRT: 127,500,000

Team 10%

36 mos cliff 36 mos vesting

CRT: 75,000,000

Advisors 2%

24 mos cliff 24 mos vesting

CRT: 15,000,000

https://coins-rating.com/docs/coins_tokenomics.pdf


Roadmap

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

 Token page updat

 Private sale star

 Multi wallet connec

 AI-based non-biased crypto exchanges rankin

 CEXs and DEXs API connectio

 Lock CRT

 Smart contract launc

 ID

 Add token unlock calenda

 API for cryptocurrency price valuation provided by A

 API update with AI features (white label

 Purchase subscriptions in CRT

 AI-based new

 AI-powered portfolio formatio

 AI-based trading signals and notification

 Creation of custom indexes in regular language with A

 API update with AI features (white label)

 AI-based portfolio re-balancin

 AI Arbitrage signal

 API update with AI features (white label

 Coins Rating’s ecosystem loyalty program update

2024
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Reshape the future of crypto decisions with 
Coins Rating!

Mail:
info@coins-rating.com

Website:

www.coins-rating.com

@coins_rating @coinsrating @coinsrating

https://coins-rating.com/
https://twitter.com/coins_rating
https://t.me/coinsrating
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100078639332720
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